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If you ally obsession such a referred the anti politics
machine development depoliticization and
bureaucratic power in lesotho books that will give
you worth, acquire the very best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire
to hilarious books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are after that launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book
collections the anti politics machine development
depoliticization and bureaucratic power in lesotho
that we will no question offer. It is not on the costs.
It's about what you craving currently. This the anti
politics machine development depoliticization and
bureaucratic power in lesotho, as one of the most
working sellers here will entirely be in the middle of
the best options to review.
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In a close examination of the attempted
implementation of the Thaba-Tseka project in
Lesotho, Ferguson shows how such a misguided
approach plays out, how, in fact, the "development"
apparatus in Lesotho acts as an "anti-politics
machine," everywhere whisking political realities out
of sight and all the while performing, almost
unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation of
strengthening the state presence in the local
region.James Ferguson is an associate professor of
anthropology ...
The Anti-Politics Machine: Development,
Depoliticization ...
The Anti-Politics Machine is a 1994 book by James
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"development" in general, viewed through the lens of
failed attempts, specifically the Thaba-Tseka
Development Project in Lesotho from 1975–1984. He
writes about the countless "development agencies"
that have their hand in the so-called "Third World" but
points out the consistent failure of these agencies to
bring about any sort of economic stability. This is
what Ferguson calls the ...
The Anti-Politics Machine - Wikipedia
In The Anti-Politics Machine, James Ferguson
examines the failure of the Thaba-Tseka rehabilitation
project in the seventies to demonstrate that
development institutions create their own discourse
and perspectives that are counterproductive to their
goal of aiding the country in question.
The Anti-Politics Machine: 'Development',
Depoliticization ...
The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"
Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho.
by. James Ferguson. 4.27 · Rating details · 517 ratings
· 30 reviews. Development, it is generally assumed, is
good and necessary, and in its name the West has
intervened, implementing all manner of projects in
the impoverished regions of the world.
The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"
Depoliticization ...
Find many great new & used options and get the best
deals for The Anti-Politics Machine : "Development,"
Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho by
James Ferguson (1994, Trade Paperback, Reprint) at
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The Anti-Politics Machine : "Development ...
Book Review: The anti-politics machine:
‘development’, depoliticization, and bureaucratic
power in Lesotho. David Slater. Ecumene 1998 5: 3,
364-367 Download Citation. If you have the
appropriate software installed, you can download
article citation data to the citation manager of your
choice. Simply select your manager software from the
...
Book Review: The anti-politics machine:
‘development ...
In a close examination of the attempted
implementation of the Thaba-Tseka project in
Lesotho, Ferguson shows how such a misguided
approach plays out, how, in fact, the "development"
apparatus in Lesotho acts as an "anti-politics
machine," everywhere whisking political realities out
of sight and all the while performing, almost
unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation of
strengthening the state presence in the local region.
The Anti-Politics Machine: Development,
Depoliticization ...
The Anti-Politics Machine is a critique of contemporary
political socialization by American anthropologist
James Ferguson. It focuses mainly on the general
term “development” that has been taken up
frequently in economics, sociology, and other fields,
arguing that it is less a rigorous concept than a
political linguistic mechanism which frames as
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The Anti-Politics Machine Summary |
SuperSummary
In naïve effort to bridge this gap a host of aid projects
and development schemes are plotted onto less
developed countries. But what is development really?
James Ferguson attempts to explore this concept in
his book “The Anti-Politics Machine: ‘Development’,
Depoliticization and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho”.
The book is an extension of Ferguson’s PhD
dissertation and was published in 1990 by Cambridge
University Press.
Book Review on James Ferguson's 'Anti-Politics
Machine ...
January 11, 2017. Thanks for the throw-back! The AntiPolitics Machine was the most impactful book I read in
my 4 years as an anthropology student at the
University of Cape Town (and I graduated 1992, so it’s
not a 1994 publication, it’s 1990).
Is the Anti-Politics machine still a good critique
of the ...
The Anti-Politics Machine is an acutely critical, highly
imaginative excursion into the world of
‘development.’ It succeeds splendidly in unmasking
the ideological scaffolding of that world, in revealing
its unspoken axioms and taken-for-granted forms.
Although focused on Lesotho, the study has almost
universal resonances.
The Anti-Politics Machine — University of
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The Anti-politics Machine. : Development, it is
generally assumed, is good and necessary, and in its
name the West has intervened, implementing all
manner of projects in the impoverished regions of...
The Anti-politics Machine: "development,"
Depoliticization ...
The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"
Depoliticization, And Bureaucratic Power In Lesotho.
The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"
Depoliticization, And Bureaucratic Power In Lesotho.
By James Ferguson. 320 pp, Cambridge University
Press, 1990. Purchase. Sign in and save to read later.
Save to Pocket.
The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"
Depoliticization ...
The Anti‐politics machine: “Development,”
Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho.
The Anti‐politics machine: “Development,”
Depoliticization ...
Lohmann, L., & Ferguson, J. (1994). The Anti-Politics
Machine: “Development,” Depoliticization, and
Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho. The Ecologist. 24(5),
176-181. This essay by James Ferguson and Larry
Lohmann looks at the success of development in
developing areas by first world nations.
The Anti-Politics Machine: “Development,”
Depoliticization ...
Development, the 'anti-politics machine' which
defines itself in such a way as to mask the political,
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the state into the countryside. Ferguson is impressed
by the 106

THE IRONIES OF DEVELOPMENT Review of James
Ferguson The ...
In a close examination of the attempted
implementation of the Thaba-Tseka project in
Lesotho, Ferguson shows how such a misguided
approach plays out, how, in fact, the "development"
apparatus in Lesotho acts as an "anti-politics
machine," everywhere whisking political realities out
of sight and all the while performing, almost
unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation of
strengthening the state presence in the local
region.James Ferguson is an associate professor of
anthropology ...
Anti-Politics Machine: Development,
Depoliticization, and ...
James Ferguson: The anti-politics machine:
‘development’, depoliticization, and bureaucratic
power in Lesotho. xvi, 320 pp. Cambridge, etc.:
Cambridge University ...
James Ferguson: The anti-politics machine:
‘development ...
One of the leading anti-development writers, James
Ferguson contributed to what John Rapley termed
"the most important of the opening salvos" of postdevelopment theory with his book The Anti-Politics
Machine: Development, Depoliticization, and
Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho.
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